Educational Content
That Protects

You’ve Been Hacked: Three
Words You Never Want to Hear
Some facts*
• 70% of cyber attacks target small businesses.
• 50% have experienced a cyber attack.
• $150K is the average cost to a small business
• 60% go out of business after six months.
• 90% of attacks involve human error.**

The Direct Consequences
This represents a direct risk to profitability and
security of banks and credit unions. These frequent
and staggering losses affect small businesses'
deposit levels and loan repayment capability. In
addition, cyber criminals use unprotected small
business customers as gateways to steal money
and other valuable data.

Human Error at the Core
The majority of banks and credit unions have
standard measures in place like firewalls, antivirus
protection on bank computers, fraud detection
systems and website encryption. But the reality is
that the risks often have less to do with technology
than with the human beings. It is the human who is
making mistakes that let the cyber criminals
through the door. By helping small business reduce
this human risk they are not only providing a
valuable service but they are protecting themselves.
The answer is to provide effective cyber education.

For Small Business

Introducing CyberSmart for
Business
With cyber security threats on the rise, cyber
education for small business customers and their
employees has never been more important.
Exclusively for banks and credit unions,
Truebridge has developed a comprehensive
cybersecurity addition to the Business Education
Center content library. These suites of
cybersecurity content are designed for both small
business customers and their employees to help
double down on the security measures that are
already in place.

Latest Learning Techniques
Unlike old learning methods that produce low
retention levels, the new CyberSmart content is
delivered using engaging videos as well as real
stories. And the content goes beyond phishing to
cover multiple threat vectors. This helps small
business customers and their employees develop
and sustain safer cyber behavior.

In an interview for American Banker, Michael
Bruemmer, VP at Experian’s Data Breach
Resolution group said that after investigations
into 3,000 cyber attacks, they found that
80% of breaches begin with human error, as
opposed to failure of security technology.

Schedule your one-on-one demo
today at Truebridge.com/demo

*National Cyber Security Alliance
**Ponemon Institute

